
Employer:                       Marcell Rotteveel 
 
Address:                          Skovlund 6823, Ansager, Denmark      
 
 
 
 

Recommendation 
 
 
 
The employer hereby confirm that Andrii Petrovskyi, born 14.12.1991, has been working on 
our farm in the period of 14.08.2018 until 14.08.2019. 
 
Andrii has been working as a student, and he has been a good responsible worker. 
 
Andrii has been milking our 600 cows together with other workers, and he has also been 
doing such tasks as cleaning, milking cows, moving cows and calves, taking care of cows, 
animal vaccination, Andrii also has been helping with many other tasks on the farm. 
 
Andrii has always executed his job well and with great responsibility, and we have been 
pleased to have him here. Andrii is a nice person to work with, and he is always in a good 
mood. 
 
We give Andrii our recommendation and wish him good luck in the future. 
 
Kind regards,  
 
Marcell Rotteveel 
 
             



FARM  "Raduzhna" 

Shyshaky 

Poltava region, Ukraine 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Recommendation Letter 

To Whom it May Concern: 

I highly recommend Petrovskyi Andrii as a candidate for employment. Andrii has been working  on our farm 

as a dairy herdsperson from October 2019 to Oct 2020. We are dairy farm with 1000 cows and 450 ha of 

land. Andrii`s duties were: 

 animal feeding,  

 taking care of cows and calves,  

 cleaning of machines,  

 milking cows,  

 transporting agricultural materials and products by tractor,  

 detection of the sick lame cows,  

 animal vaccination,  

 moving cows and calves. 

 

Andrii is extremely organized, reliable, responsible, hardworking and honest. He can work independently 

and is able to follow through to ensure that the job gets done. Andrii was quick to volunteer to assist in 

other areas of company operations, as well.  

He has performed his duties professionally. 

Andrii would be a tremendous asset for your company and has my highest recommendation.  

Sincerely,  

Kohut Stepan 
 

 

 

 


